REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT
(STUDENT LIFE)

Submitted for: 2021-11-25

For the period of 2021-11-11 to 2021-11-25

Student Groups (Clubs, Services, and ISG’s)

- Internal Conflict mediation of two separate ISG’s cases (ONGOING)
- Internal Conflict mediation of a Club (SOLVED)
- Completed the MSERT MOU for the First Aid Trainings 21-22
- Completed the MOC MOU
- Sanctions to Clubs were placed for not submitting their SGIF or attending mandatory workshops. Leniency is of TOP priority given is our first semester back in person so no MAJOR sanctions were placed, just temporary sanctions until they meet requirements

Mental Health

- Attended the Keep me Safe Monthly Check in - great updates and statistics shared
- The MH social media is being rebranded - Follow @ssmu_mentalhealth
- The Academic Wellness Proposal consultation to CSS was impeccable. Congratulations to the MH Team!

Projects

- SSMU is partnering with the CSU for a Winter Festival- Big DJ’s + local artist (Early February)
- Student Groups will have FREE access to the Lobby platform for 3 months on a trial basis. Lobby is an interactive virtual platform that can host Events and meetings. Implementation will start the week of Nov 29.
- Activities Night Winter 2022 Planning has started- Team has been assembled, hybrid model (in person and online), dates (Jan 17,18,19) @ University Center, more updates to come
- Establishing partnerships with sponsors to give students benefits (BRiX Apartments + Venture Canada+ Lifeline)
- Consultations are still ongoing for the amendment of the Student Group Internal Regulations (will be presented next semester on our first meeting)
Masterlist is FINALLY DONE

Confidential Student Group Information Form will be implemented for Winter 2022

The SSMU Portal Project has hired 2 coordinators and the goal is to have all forms transferred to this portal and all services fully functioning in this portal by Winter 2022

The SSMU website is being restructured under the VP SL and Events categories to synthesize information- Project is huge and ongoing

Student Groups can now Join the Getting Involved MS Teams to share their events and volunteering opportunities - CL&E x SSMU

The Student Life social media has received an influx of new followers and students are interacting lots with the posts

MERCH on the way! Winter 2022 Gerts and SSMU merch will be available for the public

Student Life Engagement Plan is being revised and will be presented mid Winter 2022

McGill Student Services and Miscellaneous

Met with the McGill’s Farmers Market to clarify the MOA signed by previous SSMU executives

Staff Newsletter Project moving to Jostle

Lease negotiations of the University Center (ONGOING)

Clubs and Service Coordinator is now under my Portfolio

Met with the Building Director and the Events department to plan for Winter 2022 (UC and 3501 event protocols are established and ready to be released the first week of December)

Attended a meeting with Enrollment Services to give feedback regarding Open House next semester and SSMU’s contribution to this event

Committees

Clubs Committee took place Nov 12 Approvals/rejections of Club applications + new section added where we discuss constituents concerns and action plans. Clubs Committee Nov 19 did not take place given lack of quorum.

Funding Committee meeting took place Nov 23

CSS meeting Nov 22

Services Committee Nov 24

Services Review Committee Nov 24